Daylight simulation problem is a difficult problem in computer graphics due to the complexity of daylight itself. 
value in an image reflects the interaction of object surface and daylight, and makes image-based daylight simulation possible. However, to our knowledge, there are still the following problems in the daylight simulation :
1. Lacks of realism. Though some algorithms proposed to extract surface reflectance and light information from images, but the rendering process is still based on computer graphics.
2. Too many parameters are required to simulate daylight. Therefore for general users it is difficult to master how to adjust these parameters to get a satisfied result.
3. Modeling work or many reference images are required, which is a heavy burden.
Focus on the above three problems. This paper
proposes an approach called spectra database based daylight color temperature simulation. In our approach, color temperature is used to describe the spectral composition feature of different daylight condition, which is very simple even for nonprofessional user. The purpose of this paper is based on only one digital image to simulate its scene illuminated by different color temperature daylights.
The daylight color temperature simulation has a wide application.
Besides of the general virtual reality systems, such as driving or flight simulation, it is also required in digital image editing systems. Users often hope to change an image taken in the noon to an image looks like taken in the sunrise/sunset or vise versa. By adjusting the daylight color temperature, to make the original image looks more satisfied is the function that all users hope the image editing system should have.
The study of daylight color temperature simulation is meaningful to this point of view.
A spectra database called SOCS is taken used in this paper for converting an RGB image to a multispectral image, and estimating its illumination spectrum. By the approach proposed in this paper, a spectral reflectance image can be generated, and with it various daylights described by color temperature can be simulated.
The paper is partitioned into the following sections.
The daylight spectrum defined by color temperature is explained in Section 2 . In Section 3 , our approach of spectra database based daylight color temperature simulation is described intensively. The experimental results and discussion are given in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future work are described in Section 5.
Daylight and Color Temperature

1 Color Temperature
Though usually the daylight is thought to be white , but in fact it is going from reddish to bluish white .
Physically speaking, this means that white sunlight is a mixture of several electromagnetic rays with different wavelengths.
Every color corresponds to a wavelength .
The complete visible light spectrum ranges from 380 nm to 780 nm.
In this case light source could be described by two metrics, one is its spectrum, and the other is its intensity.
In this paper, only the effect of spectrum is studied , and described by color temperature, expressed in degrees From equation (3) , we can see that if the spectral reflectance is known, then the color under new daylight could be obtained easily. Fig. 2 shows the overview of our proposed approach.
The basic idea is using a spectra database to generate a multispectral image from a general image first.
Specifically speaking a general RGB image is converted into a multispectral image by using a spectra database.
Then estimate the illumination spectrum of this image, and extract the spectral reflectance for each pixel. This is the second step, and its result is the Spectral
Reflectance image, as shown in Fig. 2 Based on the spectral reflectance, new multispectral image under the desired daylight (Desired light spectrum, shown in the Fig. 2 ) can be generated. This is the third step. Finally, by converting the new multispectral image to RGB image, the whole simulation procedure is finished.
1 Conversion of RGB to Spectrum
Today, true multispectral imaging is only used in a few application areas such as remote sensing. The vast majority of color images are, however, stored in one of the three-dimensional color systems such as RGB.
Therefore, the technique of converting an RGB color Fig. 2 Overview of the method of daylight color temperature simulation by using spectra database.
Daylight
Color Temperature Simulation by using Spectra Database space to the spectral domain is required. But this is an ill-defined problem since many different spectra will correspond to the same RGB vector in an RGB coordinate system, a phenomenon known as metamerism.
To solve this conversion problem, a spectra database that consists of spectrum of typical colors in the world is used in this paper. One simple method is to compute the RGB-coordinates for all elements in the spectra database and chose the element whose RGB vector is the nearest to the RGB vector to be converted. This is unreliable due to the non-Euclidean structure of the RGB-space. Therefore we used the method proposed by15) to alleviate the intensity influence.
At first, the RGB vector is converted to XYZ coordinates using the linear transformation specified by CIE-1931 RGB and XYZ-systems10). For each spectral datum in the database, compute its XYZ vector using CIE primary stimuli of X, Y and Z. Then from the (X, Y, Z) vector the chromaticity vector (x, y, 2) is computed as the following : (4) Denote Ci=(Xi, Yi, Zi) and Cd(Xd, Ydy Zd) as the chromaticity vector of the RGB vector and the chromaticity vector of the database spectrum element respectively. The following three distances are defined between Ci and Cd.
(1) The distance in the l1 norm of the (x, y) part between Ci and Cd are defined as the following : 
Where u, ƒÒ are defined as (7) (3) The distance in l1 norm of (a, b) space between and are defined as the following :
Where a, b are defined as 
Where, 
Here N is the basis function number. Replacing (12) into equation (10) , the following is obtained : (14) 4. Experimental Results and Discussion
As shown in Fig. 2 , daylight color temperature can be simulated by four steps :
(1) Convert a digital RGB image to a multispectral image.
(2) Generate the spectral reflectance image from the multispectral image obtained in step (1) . (3) Generate daylight spectrum at desired color. The second experiment is using SOCS database to simulate the daylight in term of color temperature. Fig.   6 is a general digital image taken in the afternoon. The estimated daylight spectrum is shown in Fig. 7 . By using the proposed method, images under daylight with color temperature at 4100 K, 5100 K, 6000 K, 7000 K, 8000 K, and 9000 K are generated and shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 6 A general digital image. Fig. 7 Estimated daylight of the image in Figure 6 . 
